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A TIME COMMUNICATIONS PUBLICATION Monday, 10 – 16 October 2016



Earnings and global cues to influence markets



S Pages.24 Rs.18



Now follow us on Instagram, Facebook & Twitter at moneytimes_1991 on a daily basis to get a view of the stock market and the happenings which many may not be aware of.



By Sanjay R. Bhatia Although the market made a splendid start ahead of the RBI policy, it failed to capitalize on the gains during the course of the week. Profit booking and selling pressure were visible at higher levels due to lack of follow-up buying support. Earlier during the week, the RBI announced a 25bps Repo rate cut in its policy ushering the way for cut in interest rates. However, weak global cues due to Brexit weighed on the global markets. The Pound fell by around 10% during this week. The breadth of the market remained positive amidst higher volumes, which is a positive sign and augurs well for the markets. The FIIs remained buyers in the cash and derivative segments during the course of the week. However, the domestic institutional investors turned sellers and were seen booking profits during the course of the week. Crude prices remained volatile and moved above the $50 mark. Global market sentiment was concerned over the Brexit issue and stability of the Deutsche bank. Technically, the prevailing negative technical conditions weighed on the market sentiment at higher levels. The Stochastic, MACD, KST and RSI are placed below their respective averages on the daily and weekly charts. Moreover, the Nifty is placed below its 50-day SMA, which is a short term negative. The Nifty’s negative divergence pattern on the daily chart continues to hold valid. These negative technical conditions would lead to intermediate bouts of selling pressure. However, the prevailing positive technical conditions still hold good. The Nifty is placed above its 100-day SMA and 200day SMA. The Nifty’s (50-100 day SMA), (50-200 day SMA) and (100-200 day SMA) Golden Cross breakout continues to hold valid, which augurs well for the market. These positive technical conditions would lead to buying support at lower levels. The -DI line is placed above the ADX line and +DI line and is placed above the 26 level on daily charts. However, the ADX line continues to languish below 14, indicating lacklustre and directionless trend. This would cap downside losses. The market sentiment has turned tentative due to weak global cues and festive holidays this week leading to lack of follow-up buying support at higher levels. The Nifty has breached the 8712 level and has to sustain below it, which is a negative sign for the markets. Hence, it is important that it moves and sustains above the 8712 if any rally has to unfold. The Nifty has to move higher to test the 8848 level. In the event Nifty fails to move above the 8712 level, then markets are likely to fall further and test the 8621-8500 levels. The A Time Communications Publication
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8337 level remains a crucial support level. It is important that markets witness regular buying support at lower levels so that the markets can bottom out. The Q2 earnings season has started and would influence the market sentiment going forward. This week being a truncated trading week the markets are likely to remain lacklustre on Monday. However, stock specific action is likely to be witnessed. In the meanwhile the markets would take cues from the news flow on Indo-Pak border, Rupee – Dollar exchange rate, global markets, progress of GST implementation and crude prices. Technically on the upside, the BSE Sensex faces resistance at the 28100, 28290, 28578, 29100 and 30025 levels and seeks support at the 27650, 27131 and 26730 levels. The resistance levels for the Nifty are placed at 8712, 8848, 8968, 9047 and 9120 levels while its support is placed at 8621, 8500 and 8337 levels.



BAZAR.COM



India poised to take off Stock market indices don’t lie and point to the way the future is likely to unfold. Despite the global ups and downs, the tensions at the Line of Control (LoC) and scores of domestic lapses and ills, the market did not display any signs of hesitancy. India is thus seemingly arriving. There are several positives and the government is doing its bit because of which India is in a sweet spot. At a recent round table meet of local business papers, the captains of industry were confident about India’s economic growth with approvals coming in fast through a streamlined process under the Modi government. It would not be out of place to present some excerpts of this meet by industry czars and get a glimpse of the direction they aimed at taking as it helps investors to strategize their Believe it or not! investments.  Dynamic Industries recommended at Rs.64.4 last week  Kumar Mangalam Birla: Mr. zoomed to Rs.82.90 appreciating 28.7% in just 2 days! Birla feels that things are looking much better on the  STEL Holdings recommended at Rs.33 on 12 September 2016 manufacturing front. He made a zoomed to Rs.57.80 appreciating 75.1% in less than 1 month! special mention of environment  Tourism Finance Corporation of India recommended at clearances which are happening Rs.43.65 on 5 September 2016 zoomed to Rs.71.90 appreciating at a rapid pace as projects worth 64.7% in just 1 month! Rs.60,000 crore have been  Force Motors recommended at Rs.3148 on 26 September 2016 cleared from an environment zoomed to Rs.3990 appreciating 26.8% in just 2 weeks! perspective. He said that the bidding process of coal is much  Mukta Arts recommended at Rs.90.35 on 12 September 2016 more transparent now and felt zoomed to Rs.124.95 appreciating 38.2% in less than 1 month! that the linkage for coal could This happens only in Money Times! now be bid for making the industry (user) that much more in control of its destiny. According to him, power is another growth area under the new scheme - UDAY, which basically increases the financial strength of the discoms, the weakest link in the power segment. He said that investments were delayed due to the huge debt on the balance sheet of companies as a result of perennial delay and complacency by the government over the last five to seven years. Once investments start, the demand cycle that it generates will be much stronger than what it is today. Once the government spends on the ground and infra starts picking up, the demand cycle shall gain speed. Right now it’s the lag between placing of orders and actual spending on the ground and this lag is a bit longer than what the industry wishes for, he said.  Dilip Shanghvi (Sun Pharmaceuticals): Unlike other sectors, Pharma companies have added significant capacities with a view to make India a global pharmacy and an increasingly important source of pharmaceutical products. Mr. Shanghvi sees high growth in the pharma sector for the immediate and distant future. The government is paying heed to the industry’s requests to migrate towards global practices of approvals, which will ultimately lead to product quality with India meeting global standards.  Uday Kotak: “We have a government that is genuinely willing to partner in a very even handed way with industry. So I see no reason why we should be looking at anything less than a double-digit growth.” Being an astute banker and a strategist with a sharp mind, he expects traditional investments of a few families giving way to new entrepreneurs coming up with high institutional financing to their projects. India is witnessing a significant model of A Time Communications Publication
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equity funding and a different way of doing business and some of the blue chips and wealth creators of tomorrow will be found here, he feels.  Sachin Bansal (Flipkart): According to Mr. Bansal, digitalization seems to be growing at a rapid pace especially with the new government’s thrust. Internet is also changing. It is becoming wireless instead of the traditional broadband. Smart phones are also changing contours. Crunching data at a very large scale and storing it in a cheap manner is creating a new paradigm. India has just begun the shift from landline to wireless and businesses, too, are shifting into e-mode. E-commerce will build new efficiency. Consumption holds the key to India’s growth.  Chanda Kochhar (ICICI Bank): Mrs. Kochhar feels that consumers are going digital, social and mobile (DSM). They want everything in a digital format and available on-the-go. They want to be socially connected. According to her, every business model needs to re-think itself and see if their products and services meet the DSM test. She admits with pride that 60% of her banking transactions are done mainly on mobile and internet. “As much change and as much technology, innovation you offer to the Indian consumer, the Indian consumer is very receptive and will actually keep expecting more”. If these discussions were any pointers, one can safely conclude that India has arrived. Rakesh Jhunjhunwala sums it up well saying “It is great to hear Indian CEOs. I hope they are as bullish as they sound when it comes to their investments”. Its time the czars of India Inc. started giving some specific valuable inputs of growth to the government and simultaneously walk the talk by raising capex, capacities, productivity and efficiency. Make digitalization the axis around which life and business revolves with great ease. Just see the simplicity that digitization brings in. IDFC Bank now opens an account in four minutes. When Mr. Uday Kotak asked IDFC’s Limaye to disclose the secret underlying this, another businessman jokingly intervened and told Limaye not to reveal secrets to competitors whereafter Mr. Kotak said “Its an open world,” which means you do what you can, I can do it better.



TRADING ON TECHNICALS



Support cluster critical By Hitendra Vasudeo Sensex Daily Trend Last Close 28061 Down



Last week, the Sensex opened at 27997.28, registered a low at 27919.89 and moved up to a high of 28477.65 and closed the week at 28061.14 and thereby showed a net rise of 195 points on a week-to-week basis. In Bar pattern on the weekly chart has been witnessed, which suggests that the next directional movement will be out of the 2-week high-low range. The 2 week high-low range is 28630-27716 and until this range is not crossed on either side, expect sideways volatility to continue between the same. Weekly Chart Weekly support cluster is 27716-27627-27500. Next downside momentum will be seen if the support cluster is violated with a bearish candle. Resistance will be at 28152-28385. A deeper correction will be seen on a fall and close below 27500. Retracement levels of the rise from 22494 to 29077 are placed at 26500-25747-25017. Support cluster is very critical henceforth to mark the reversal from the last rally on the weekly chart or form a continuation pattern for a new high yet again. Trend based on Rate of Change (RoC) Weekly chart: 1-week trend - Up 3-week trend - Down A Time Communications Publication
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Weekly Trend Up



WRV 27668



Monthly Trend Up
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8-week trend - Down Daily chart: 1-day trend - Down 3-day trend - Down 8-day trend - Down BSE Mid-Cap Index Trend based on RoC Weekly chart: 1-week trend - Up 3-week trend - Up 8-week trend - Up BSE Mid-Cap index continues to show strength post minor correction and volatility. Further correction can resume only on a fall and close below 12800. Expect mid-caps to perform with volatility that will be created on the Sensex. BSE MidCap index rally towards 15200 is likely from the current level of 13542. BSE Small-Cap Index 1-week trend - Up 3-week trend - Up 8-week trend - Up The BSE Small-Cap index has caught momentum and is racing ahead for near-term outperformance. A rally towards 13942 is likely with volatility from current level of 13222. Strategy for the week For index and index based stocks, traders may use rise to 28152-28385 to exit long and book profits. Overall, the new base and stop loss for long positions from hereon is 27500. Selective mid-cap and small-cap performance may be seen. A correction in the near-term with volatility towards retracement levels is likely unless the Sensex turns the tide of the correction to close the week above 29078. Aggressive short selling can be seen if the Sensex violates 27500 on weekly closing. WEEKLY UP TREND STOCKS Let the price move below Center Point or Level 2 and when it move back above Center Point or Level 2 then buy with whatever low registered below Center Point or Level 2 as the stop loss. After buying if the price moves to Level 3 or above then look to book profits as the opportunity arises. If the close is below Weekly Reversal Value then the trend will change from Up Trend to Down Trend. Check on Friday after 3.pm to confirm weekly reversal of the Up Trend. Note: SA-Strong Above, DP-Demand Point, SP- Supply Point, SA- Strong Above Scrip



MRF BIRLA CORPORATION ESCORTS KAJARIA CERAMICS WHIRLPOOL OF INDIA



Last Close



Level 1



Level 2



Center Point



Level 3



Level 4



Relative Strength



Weekly Reversal Value



Up Trend Date



53495.00 742.00 399.05 708.00 1065.00



Weak below 50900.0 709.0 380.9 692.0 1017.0



Demand point 51396.3 717.3 381.9 693.0 1021.3



Demand point 52998.7 733.7 398.1 707.0 1060.7



Supply point 55097.3 758.3 415.2 722.0 1104.3



Supply point 58798.3 799.3 448.5 751.0 1187.3



75.7 74.9 74.0 72.3 72.3



47687.8 690.3 374.7 680.5 1010.8



02-09-16 23-09-16 10-06-16 04-03-16 05-08-16



WEEKLY DOWN TREND STOCKS Let the price move above Center Point or Level 3 and when it move back below Center Point or Level 3 then sell with whatever high registered above Center Point or Level 3 as the stop loss. After selling if the prices moves to Level 2 or below then look to cover short positions as the opportunity arises. If the close is above Weekly Reversal Value then the trend will change from Down Trend to Up Trend. Check on Friday after 3.pm to confirm weekly reversal of the Down Trend. Note: SA-Strong Above, DP-Demand Point, SP- Supply Point, SA- Strong Above Scrip



Last Close
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Level 2



Center Point



Level 3



Level 4



Relative Strength



Weekly Reversal Value



Down Trend Date
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HEXAWARE TECHNOLOGIE IDEA CELLULER WIPRO TECH MAHINDRA INFOSYS



Demand point



Demand point



Supply point



Supply point



Strong above



168.2 74.8 461.6 397.8 957.3



179.9 78.4 472.3 413.2 998.3



187.4 80.5 478.6 422.8 1024.7



191.6 82.0 482.9 428.6 1039.3



195.0 82.5 484.9 432.5 1051.0



184.00 79.95 476.60 419.00 1013.00



29.84 32.25 33.39 34.40 36.50



192.35 81.64 478.56 439.58 1038.50



15-07-16 29-07-16 19-08-16 23-09-16 30-09-16



*Note: Up and Down Trend are based of set of moving averages as reference point to define a trend. Close below averages is defined as down trend. Close above averages is defined as up trend. Volatility (Up/Down) within Down Trend can happen/ Volatility (Up/Down) within Up Trend can happen. Relative Strength (RS) is statistical indicator. Weekly Reversal is the value of the average. EXIT LIST Note: SA-Strong Above, DP-Demand Point, SP- Supply Point, SA- Strong Above Scrip



Last Close



Supply Point



Supply Point



Supply Point



Strong Above



-



-



-



-



-



-



Demand Monthly Point RS



-



-



BUY LIST Note: SA-Strong Above, DP-Demand Point, SP- Supply Point, SA- Strong Above Scrip



Last Close Demand point Demand point Demand Point



Weak below



Supply Point



Monthly RS



VIP INDUSTRIES



145.90



142.34



140.65



138.96



133.50



170.9



70.13



GOODYEAR INDIA



846.00



836.58



810.50



784.42



700.00



1278.6



67.75



INDIA CEMENTS



160.85



155.32



153.25



151.18



144.50



190.3



65.06



FEDERAL-MUGUL GOETZE



498.80



496.00



488.15



480.30



454.90



629.0



63.66



GRASIM INDUSTRIES



1025.00



1006.08



999.00



991.92



969.00



1126.1



61.42



SHRIRAM-CITY UNION



2231.00



2214.89



2202.50



2190.11



2150.00



2424.9



60.99



TTK PRESTIGE



5499.00



5371.47



5322.50



5273.53



5115.00



6201.5



60.98



TATA COMMUNICATIONS



611.30



599.38



591.00



582.62



555.50



741.4



60.33



LIC HOUSING FINANCE



601.65



596.79



593.22



589.66



578.10



657.3



58.44



ADITYA BIRLA NUVO



1434.00



1419.44



1410.00



1400.56



1370.00



1579.4



55.84



TVS MOTOR COMPANY



386.10



380.29



377.60



374.91



366.20



425.9



54.68



PUNTER PICKS Note: Positional trade and exit at stop loss or target whichever is earlier. Not an intra-day trade. A delivery based trade for a possible time frame of 1-7 trading days. Exit at first target or above. Note: SA-Strong Above, DP-Demand Point, SP- Supply Point, SA- Strong Above, RS- Strength Scrip



BSE Code



Last Close



Demand Point



Trigger



Weak below



Supply point



Supply point



RSStrength



NESCO TARA JEWELS SASKEN COMMUNICATION ICRA ZENOTECH LABORATORIE BENGAL & ASSAM COMP BANSWARA SYNTEX GRANDMA TRADING



505355 534756 532663 532835 532039 533095 503722 504369



1878.00 44.05 369.45 4167.85 42.00 1264.35 175.75 15.04



1834.00 42.95 363.15 4055.00 40.10 1245.00 169.05 14.88



1898.00 44.60 373.00 4200.00 42.00 1335.00 181.20 15.10



1820.00 38.55 345.25 4006.00 38.70 1212.00 166.00 14.16



1946.2 48.3 390.2 4319.9 44.0 1411.0 190.6 15.7



2024.2 54.4 417.9 4513.9 47.3 1534.0 205.8 16.6



83.85 77.31 66.55 64.66 57.14 56.43 55.86 53.71



*Note: Up and Down Trend are based of set of moving averages as reference point to define a trend. Close below averages is defined as down trend. Close above averages is defined as up trend. Volatility (Up/Down) within Down Trend can happen/ Volatility (Up/Down) within Up Trend can happen. ! Note: Momentum breakout trend of stocks value(volume*close) between 10-80 lakhs.
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TOWER TALK  The price of crude is rising again. Selan Exploration Technology should be one of the best beneficiaries.  Newly listed HPL Electric Power is available at an affordable price compared to its peers. Buying recommended for a time frame of one year.  Ashok Leyland reported 18% drop in sales for September 2016. The share price is stagnating. Avoid for now.  Manali Petrochemicals through its wholly owned subsidiary has completed the acquisition of Notedome Ltd, UK, partly from internal accruals and balance through debts. A big positive.  Manpasand Beverages has allotted preferential shares as QIP at around Rs.705 per share. A good buy even now.  Kotak Mahindra Bank has cut its base interest rate from 10 to 9.4%. The bank is expected to fare better in the next few quarters.  ONGC has acquired a stake and will operate the KG Basin block of GSPC which recently announced a major gas discovery. A big positive for ONGC.  Maruti has achieved its highest ever sales in domestic market. A lot of steam still left. Buy for the long-term.  Satin Creditcare Network has approved QIP allotment at around Rs. 551 per share. Considering the growth momentum, the share is worth acquiring.  Orient Cement to buy 74% stake in Bhilai Cement from JP Associates. Orient stands to Free 2-day trial of Live Market Intra-day Calls gain from this deal Buy. A running commentary of intra-day trading recommendations with buy/sell levels, targets, stop loss on your mobile every  In an interview to the media, the management of JK Tyre Industries stated trading that the company expects good times to day of the moth along with pre-market notes via email for continue. Buying recommended with a Rs.4000 per month. horizon of one to two years. Contact Money Times on 022-22616970 or  IDBI Bank plans to infuse Rs.8000 crore via [email protected] to register for a free trial various options. The government will however retain the majority stake. An excellent investment at current rates.  NBCC (India) continues to bag huge orders from Govt and non govt agencies. The share has the potential to double in about a year’s time.  Titan Company has given a robust 15% growth in revenue guidance for this year. The company is known by its brand name and with the wedding and festival season approaching the profitability is set to rise Buy.  IOC which has already declared bonus 1:1 is reported to be faring well. With rising Gross Refining Margin in Asia, it makes sense to buy this undervalued share.  Coking coal prices are rising again. Mercator which has coal mines in Indonesia may be a big beneficiary. Nice time to acquire this share.  McDowell Holdings recently cleared its all its Corporate Guarantee of United Breweries Holdings Ltd to Yes Bank currently its quoted holdings are valued at Rs.650 crore and recoverable from United Breweries Holdings is Rs.320 crore. Currently, holding companies are doing well. The current market cap of McDowell Holdings at Rs.54.29 crore is discounted 92% against its clear NAV with no further liabilities to the UB Group loans. Buy this stock for shortterm target of Rs.69.  Sanjiv Goenka is planning IPO of Spencers, STEL Holdings is expected to get a boost as it holds a huge chunk of Spencers. Also, it holds stake in Ceat, which has again doubled in the last 6 months.  Century Enka is expected to benefit too from falling rubber prices. It is one of the leading manufacturers of tyre cord in India. With an EPS of close to Rs.40, the stock may touch Rs.400 soon.  Bharat Forge is slowly and steadily moving towards the Rs.1500 mark again. Expect a slew of defence related orders coming to the company soon.  Tata Elxsi has corrected nearly 40% from its peak and provides good investment opportunity to get in again.  Last week in tower talk an Ahmedabad based analyst recommended Kushal Tradelink at Rs.169.50, which up with big volumes to Rs.209.85 in a negative market.
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 Now this analyst recommends to buy Albert David, ADC India Communications, EON Electrics, Hitech Plast, NOCIL, Pressman Advertising & Rama Phosphates for buying this week.  The grey market premium of Endurance Technologies is Rs.75-80.



BEST BET



Multi Commodity Exchange of India Ltd (BSE Code: 534091) (CMP: Rs.1298.70) (FV: Rs.10) (TGT: Rs.1400+) By Amit Kumar Gupta Multi Commodity Exchange of India Ltd (MCX) is a holding company. The Company is engaged in Facilitating Trading, and Clearing and Settlement of Commodity Derivatives. It operates as a commodity futures exchange. It offers its products in various segments, such as Bullion including Gold, Gold Mini, Gold Petal and Silver; Base Metals, including, Aluminum, Copper, Lead, Nickel and Zinc; Energy, including Crude Oil, Brent Crude Oil and Natural Gas, and Agro Commodities including Cardamom, Cotton, Crude Palm Oil, Kapas and Mentha Oil. Its MCXCOMDEX is a real-time commodity index based on commodity futures price of an exchange. Other commodity indices developed by the Company include MCXAgri, MCXEnergy and MCXMetal. Its online trading platform is accessible to its members through its trader workstation or computer-to-computer link (CTCL) using multiple connectivity media, including point of presence (POP) connectivity, very small aperture terminal (VSATs) and the Internet. Introduction of options expected soon: SEBI’s advisory committee for commodity markets has proposed introduction of options in high liquidity commodities as well as participation of banks, mutual funds, etc. to deepen the commodity market. While the final decision of the SEBI board is still awaited, we believe MCX will be a significant beneficiary of a favourable decision given its dominant market share (88%) in commodity derivatives and robust technology infrastructure. While we are not factoring incremental turnover from options in our current estimates, a 50% increase in ADTV of high liquidity commodities such as crude oil, gold & silver on account of options can boost the transaction fees by 10% and PAT by 7% in FY18. Fully prepared in technology: MCX’s technology contract with Financial Technologies exists till FY22 and it covers option contracts as well. Once approved by SEBI, MCX can launch the contracts soon as it has already done in-house checks and is confident of going live without many hurdles. Further, there will Year to Mar: (Consolidated ) (Rs. in million) not be any increase in the fixed charge payable to the software Particulars FY16 FY17E FY18E FY19E provider (currently Rs.15 mn per month) after the introduction of Revenue 2135 2702 3541 4227 options. P/E (X) 53.7 37 28.2 24.4 In Universal exchange a threat to MCX? Though SEBI has decided EV/E (x) 86.1 48.5 29 22.3 against allowing NSE and BSE to launch commodity trading for now, RoCE (%) 1.8 4.2 7 8.3 the same cannot be ruled out in the long-term. However, given the RoE (%) 9.1 12.7 15.6 16.6 stickiness in commodities market with respect to a particular exchange as seen during the NSEL fiasco in FY14 (when MCX hardly lost any market share to NCDEX) and also evident from the near-monopoly of both MCX and NCDEX in non-agri and agri commodities respectively. We believe any impact on MCX on the entry of NSE and BSE in existing commodities would be minimal. On the contrary, margin fungibility, if allowed (currently allowed only between NSE and BSE) would be a positive for MCX as it will increase its member base as many members currently trade on NSE and BSE but not on MCX due to lack of margin fungibility across exchanges. On 26 September 2016, MCX revised its transaction charges by 24-25%. While the increase appears high from the point of view of MCX, for a trader the cost of round trade will rise by only 6%, hence impact on volumes will not be high. Even after incorporating 200 bps reduction in turnover growth in FY18 anticipating a reduction in volumes on account of increase in charges, we estimate an upward revision by 12% in our FY18 EPS estimate. We now expect 15% turnover growth in H2FY17 and 20% turnover growth in FY18 as against our earlier estimates of 18% and 22% respectively. We advise a BUY with a target price of Rs.1390 as we incorporate the revised transaction charges (increased by 24-25% for non-agri commodities) in our estimates. Technical Outlook: The Multi Commodity Exchange of India Ltd stock looks good on the daily chart for medium-term investment. The stock has made strong uptrend moves while moving upside. It has broken out of the cup and handle pattern and the test of the neckline will be a good zone to buy @ 1250-1210. The stock trades above all moving average like 200 DMA.
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Start accumulating at this level of Rs.1298.70 and on dips to Rs.1238.90 will be good start for medium-to-long-term investment and possible target of Rs.1400+ in the next 6 months.



SHORT TERM PICK By Hardik Darji REVIEW  Buy GSFC at Rs.92.30 with a stop loss of Rs.85 for a price target of Rs.120 in the  Escorts recommended at Rs.344.4 made high of Rs.414, currently trading short-term. at Rs.399.05.  Buy Radico Khaitan at Rs.136.35 with a  NOCIL recommended at Rs.65.80 made high of Rs.79.85, currently stop loss of Rs.122 for a price target of trading at Rs.76.40. Rs.170 in the short-term.  IOC recommended at Rs.583.3 achieved its target of Rs.650, currently  Buy BPCL at Rs.663 with a stop loss of trading at Rs.640.70. Rs.625 for a price target of Rs.750 in the short-term.  Rico Auto Industries recommended at Rs.65.55 made high of Rs.73.30,  Buy Force Motors at Rs.3871.20 with a currently trading at Rs.70.35. stop loss of Rs.3600 for a price target of  JK Tyre Industries recommended at Rs.146.10 made high of Rs.161.50, Rs.4500 in the short-term. currently trading at Rs.152.60.  Buy South Indian Bank at Rs.23.95 with a stop loss of Rs.21 for a price target of Rs.29 in the short-term.  Buy HCL Info at Rs.52.90 with a stop loss of Rs.47 for a price target of Rs.65 in the short-term. Note: Keep stop loss on closing basis.



GURU SPEAK



Market to bounce back On Tuesday, 4 October 2016, the monetary policy meeting chaired by the new RBI Governor, Urjit Patel, eased interest rate, Repo and Reverse Repo rate by 25 basis points (bps) keeping in tune with market expectations and the forecasts of this column. But after the interest rates were eased, the stock market did not rally despite the hue and cry that preceded it quite like the US Federal policy meet last month that had the global markets on tenterhooks but also ended on a whimper. Such events are very important from the stock market point of view and generate great media interest but often turn out to be non-events in the real sense as they leave the bourses unaffected. RBI’s easing of interest rate last week falls in this category. This was also the view of the Japanese financial major, Nomura, which released a report titled ‘New RBI dilutes the old RBI framework’ and went on to say that the rate reduction by Patel made no economic sense and had no justification. It was not justified by the decline in inflation or the growth potential and was just a case of tweaking away from the policy framework by appointing three government nominees and three from the RBI including the RBI Governor who chairs the meeting and has veto power. By G. S. Roongta Under such a framework, it is no longer RBI’s independent decision as the government has an equal say in the matter, which is a major departure. Besides, Mr. Patel is seen as a Yes man of the Finance ministry. As such, further rate cuts may follow to boost economic growth. The BSE Sensex, which had witnessed a wide fall of 802 points week before last ended Friday, 30 September 2016, and was the second successive week of a decline with the Sensex closing at 27865.96 and thereby breaking the psychological support level of 28K. This had given rise to fears of a downward trend emerging in the near-term, which coincided with the trouble on the border with Pakistan. Not surprisingly, technical experts turned bearish once again and I felt sorry for them because their immediate reaction and forecast is mostly belied over the next few days.
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On Thursday, 29 September 2016, the Sensex had lost 465.28 points on the back of the surgical strike carried out by our forces in Pakistan occupied Kashmir (POK) the previous night and which could have triggered a war with Pakistan. This kneejerk reaction with chartists forecasting lower levels of Nifty 8400 or lower was, therefore, not out of place. However with Pakistan denying the surgical strike, which robbed them of a reason to retaliate, the market gathered steam once again the next day and opened strong on Monday, 3 October 2016 and was a befitting reply to the previous Monday, 26 September 2016 when it tanked by 374 points despite hints of interest rate cut the next week. On 3 October 2016, the market flared by 377 points despite the adverse news of the tension at the border with Pakistan and the Sensex closed higher at 28243.29 thus regaining its position above 28K. From this, it is obvious that nobody can forecast the market fall or rise accurately as there is many a slip between the cup and the lip. Forecasts based on past working of previous events under in ongoing market trend are just hypothetical and not 100% accurate. A market rally or correction has many reasons, either domestic or global, and as such we must take a broader view of a month to 3 months for the short-term, 6-12 months from the mid-term point of view to know which way the market is headed in the long-term. This is why short-term calls from technical experts fail especially if made on a day-today basis. Several analyst had forecast the Nifty to cross 9000 but they forget how many times it will fall to 8800, 8700, 8600 or even 8400 before it actually rises to touch 9000. In the process, those who bank on the Nifty touching 9000 book immediately lose consistently before it achieves the target forcing them to square up their positions having tired themselves in the bargain. Piramal Enterprises which surged nearly 100% of late has been convicted by SEBI, saying Piramal flouted insider trading rules in Abbott deal, which made Piramal as cash king. Maruti which was beaten in early 2016 is now reported to have bright future as its margins are expected to improve. In view of this, analyst have given buy calls even at this high price of 5680-5700. BSE Sensex on Tuesday, 4 October 2016, when Monetary Policy was announced had no big change at pre or post market session. It hit a high of 28404.70 and a low of 28242.25 thus gaining just 91 points which was totally washed out in subsequent trading session thus proving the interest rate cut issue had totally flopped despite so much hue & cry in favour or against. The BSE Sensex ended at 28334.55 followed by CNX Nifty at 8769, although PSU Banks jumped on rate cut initially, but succumbed later on. ICICI Prudential & HPL Electric & Powers recently went for IPOs met with lower listing losing between 6 to 10% discount. BSE Sensex on Wednesday, 5 October 2016, further lost 114 points at 28221 followed by 25 points by CNX Nifty to closing at 8744. BSE Sensex lost further on Thursday, 6 October 2016 despite opening high and advancing higher NIFTY & BANK NIFTY by over 100 points till mid-session. But after 2 (Live Market) pm, it faced profit booking or short sells by bear Identifies intra-day Trading Opportunities and also operators at higher levels. The Sensex closed in the red again by 115 points at 28106 followed by provides positional calls for a day or two depending on the the CNX Nifty’s loss of 34 points at 8710. range of the target. However, stock specific action was quite far & Available daily by SMS or on Live Chat. wide during the week under review: Subscription Rate: Rs.3000 per month & Rs.24,000 per Under small & mid-cap categories, several stocks annum. hit new 52-week highs and several of them Contact us on 022-22616970 for a FREE 2-Day Trial. touched their life time highs. Nearly two dozens of stocks hit upper circuit on Wednesday, 5 October 2016. Prominent among them were Adlabs Entertainment, Alkali Metals, Apollo Tyres, Bharat Gears, Ducon Infratechnologies, Excel Industries, Kanoria Chemicals Industries, Maan Aluminium, Pearl Polymers, SE Investments and several others. Several stocks which I am tracking have hit life time highs such as SRF Ltd, Gujarat Narmada Valley Fertilizers & Chemicals (GNFC), OCL India, JK Lakshmi Cement, Phillips Carbon Black, Andhra Sugars, Sarda Plywood Industries and few others.
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Stocks under small-caps have also risen day by day and small-cap investors are better off than those who track index stocks or costly stocks. They have mixed reactions in this ongoing bull run which is justified by the following fundamentals: 1) Macro economy is robust 2) Agricultural production will record a life time high Seminars on Financial Literacy 3) Rains this year is a great success and are above normal Stock Market 4) GDP is heading towards 8% growth although rating agencies Place Date Time Venue are not yet convinced about it Rahata 08/10/16 5.30 pm Venue to be finalized 5) Interest rates are at a 6-year low benefitting industry Yeola 09/10/16 5.30 pm Venue to be finalized 6) Demand for goods & services is picking up Pune 12/10/16 Fergusson College 7) Inflation is at comfortable levels (For their students 8) Economy is improving in all other spheres only) 13/10/16 5.30 pm Patrakar Bhavan, 9) Income tax disclosure scheme was a great success ending up Pune Ganjwe Chowk, Navi with extra flow of Rs.35000 crore and spectrum sale, too, has Peth, Pune added extra revenue to the tune of Rs.60,000 crore. nd Thane 15/10/16 5.30 pm Sahayog Mandir, 2 What more is needed for a bull market? Floor, Ghantali, Panchratna released on 1st October has met with great success all Thane-West the five stocks rallied between 10 to 15% initially. Past Jalna 16/10/16 5.30 pm Venue to be finalized Panchratna stocks are also making fresh 52-week highs as Ambad 17/10/16 5.30 pm Venue to finalized featured in the ad in this issue. Mumbai 19/10/16 Babasaheb Gawde One of the low price stock recommended at Rs.5.80 hit a high of Management Institute Rs.7 thus rising 40%. Nerul 20/10/16 5.30 pm Jeshth Nagarik Mid & Mad Cap stock, too, have rallied higher by 10%. Bhavan, Nerul (West) The market was subdued after the announcement of Monetary Mumbai 21/10/16 5.30 pm Bramhan Seva Mandal nd policy which should not have happened but is after all a reality. hall, 2 Floor, Bhavani Shankar The market fluctuation has been quite narrow confined within Road, Dadar-West BSE Sensex of 100 points and Nifty 30 points, which does not pose any sort of risk going forward Mid and small-caps stocks are Chalisgaon 23/10/16 5.30 pm Sheth Narayan Bankat Vachanalay, opp. Post quite active making fresh 52-week highs. So investors must play Office, Station road in them preferably in cement, Steel Sugar, Fertilizers, Chemicals Chandrashekhar Thakur: CDSL BO Protection Fund. and selected Textile stocks. Capital goods stocks, too, have stated Tel: 9820389051; [email protected]; showing signs of improvement. SAIL looks great. Likewise, Prism th BSE Building, 16 Floor, Dalal Street, Fort, Cement also shows signs of flaring up because India Cements and Mumbai - 400001 Prism used to be traded neck to neck. Now India Cements is higher by 50 points. Similarly, Sugar stocks stand corrected. Andhra Sugar is cheaper by 50 points. It may flare up on announcement of Q2FY17 results are announced. Low-priced stocks coupled with low equity capital are the best choice. In an active counters, Idea Cellular, Dish TV, Tata Global Beverages and Ashok Leyland look attractive at current prices. After necessary consolidation, the market will bounce back. So keep good track of your selected shares.



SMART PICKS



Nifty loiters in 8600-8800 range; breakout to spell the future path By Rohan Nalawade Indecisiveness between the bulls and bears, saw the Nifty between 8600-8820 levels. However, it did not break the last week’s low despite the rising tensions with Pakistan.
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Apparently, the Nifty gave a strong logical support to our earlier forecast that the market has strong support around 8500-8550 levels. And till the time it is sustained, we opine that the uptrend is intact. As expected and as forecast, the RBI in its monetary policy review cut interest rates by 25 bps indicating improvement in the Indian economy on the back of good rainfall coupled with taming food inflation. Now that the market has moved 250 points this week and as per Gann’s mid-point theory, 8675 on a closing basis is a level where major action will be seen. FIIs are buying on every dip in the Indian markets offering buying support at lower levels and holding the markets in uptrend. On the derivatives front, put writing is seen in 8600 put and call writing is seen in 8800 call. This indicates a range of 8600 on the downside and 8800 on the upside. This is the area of control for the bulls and bears. Majority of investors are waiting for the range to be broken on either side. On a breakout on either side after the consolidation in 8600-8800 range, we may see a fast move and higher volatility. Bank Nifty has very strong support of 19440 as it’s an important Gann number. On the upside, we may see 19800 and if drifts lower, it may touch 19100 on the Bank Nifty. Among stocks, watch out for is Axis Bank Ltd (BSE Code: 532215), which is good to buy above Rs.540 for a target of Rs.576 and Tata Steel Ltd (BSE Code: 500470) is moving strong towards its 52-week high and is very strong above Rs.390 and above Rs.406 it can test Rs.450 levels in short-term. Larsen & Toubro Ltd (BSE Code: 500510) is a good buy for traders and investors above Rs.1440 for a target of Rs.1540-1630.



STOCK WATCH By Amit Kumar Gupta



KEC International Ltd (BSE Code: 532714) (CMP: Rs.124.65) (FV: Rs.2) (TGT: Rs.160+) KEC International Ltd (KEC) is engaged in the construction of utility projects in India and overseas. The Company’s Power Transmission and Distribution business provides end-to-end solutions in power transmission and distribution. Its Cables service offerings include extra-high voltage (EHV) cabling solutions provided through Cable Selection and Cabling System; and manufacturing a range of power (high tension and EHV cables), control, telecommunication and instrumentation cables. It offers services in all the functional segments of railways infrastructure including construction of civil infrastructure (bridges, tunnels, platforms, station buildings along with workshop modernization). Its water services include waste water treatment (treatment of sewage and industrial effluent), water resource management (building of canals, construction of dams and water system) and civil works related to thermal power projects. The Company’s plants in India are capable of making prototypes, fabricating and galvanising transmission towers and structures up to 1,10,000 TPA. JSL has a state-of-the-art R&D Centre at Igatpuri, Nasik where towers up to 1,200 kV DC can be tested. Moreover, through its wholly-owned US subsidiary, Jyoti Americas LLC, it has additional manufacturing capacity of 50,000 TPA, catering mainly to the North and South American markets. JSL is a preferred partner for equipment supply and turnkey solutions to premier Indian utilities such as Power Grid and NTPC as well as numerous private and public sector utilities. Its business has good synergies with KEC. Hence, if KEC buys a controlling stake in JSL, it will augur well for KEC in the medium-to-long term in expanding its business portfolio. If we look into the financial aspect of the deal, as at FY16, JSL had total consolidated debt of Rs.38.9 bn in its books and cash of Rs.714 mn while KEC’s total debt stood at Rs.23.2 bn with cash of Rs.1.1 bn. If KEC buys a controlling stake in JSL, assuming that its debt comes into the books of KEC even after a haircut (the Amin group proposed a 50-55% haircut for lenders), it will increase KEC’s debt burden quite significantly and will put pressure on its working capital and return ratios. Moreover, if KEC plans to fund the stake through internal accruals or by resorting to fresh debt it will burden its balance sheet. Technical Outlook: At the CMP of Rs.124.65, the KEC stock trades at FY17E and FY18E EV/EBITDA multiple of 7.6x and 6.8x respectively. It looks very good on the daily chart for medium-term investment. It has taken the support of its 100 weekly DMA (tested three times) at Rs.116, which indicates strong support and some momentum for an upside. Start accumulating at this level of Rs.124.65 and on dips to Rs.114 for medium-to-long-term investment and a possible price target of Rs.160+ in the next 6 months. ******
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(BSE Code: 519600) (CMP: Rs.242.95) (FV: Rs.2) (TGT: Rs.300+) CCL Products (India) Ltd (CCL) is engaged in the manufacture of instant coffee. It operates through the Coffee and Coffee related products segment. It is engaged in the manufacture of soluble instant spray dried coffee powder, spray dried agglomerated/granulated coffee, freeze-dried coffee and freeze concentrated liquid coffee. Its products include spray dried coffee granules, freeze-dried coffee granules and freeze-concentrated liquid. It supplies flavored coffee, decaffeinated coffee, organic coffee, rainforest coffee, fair trade coffee, dual and triple certified coffee and chicory-coffee mix. Its brands include Continental Special, Continental Premium and Continental Supreme. It offers coffee in various sizes of jars, cans and sachets/pouches, among others. The Company has a soluble instant coffee manufacturing plant (combined capacity of 35,000 TPA) and a freeze dried instant coffee manufacturing plant. CCL is India’s largest manufacturer and exporter of instant coffee. Coffee processing is a challenging business wherein getting the perfect blend is crucial and the Company has successfully mastered this art. In 2005, CCL set up India’s first freeze dried instant coffee manufacturing plant. It purchased Swiss and Brazilian Technology from world-renowned pioneers in turnkey Instant/Soluble Coffee technology for its plant. This adaptation of technology enabled the Company to produce international quality soluble coffee, which is currently exported to over 80 countries across the globe. The Company’s revenue and PAT is expected to grow at a CAGR of 19% and 27% over FY16-19E respectively. In Q1FY17, its total revenue grew 14.1% Y-o-Y to Rs.2.5 bn, driven by steady volume growth of 10-15% Y-o-Y. The management has guided for a volume growth of 12-15% in FY17. The Company’s EBITDA stood at Rs.623 mn (up 28.1% Y-o-Y) which led to increase in EBITDA margin by ~270 bps. PAT grew 33.3% Y-o-Y to Rs.403 mn. The management guided for EBITDA margin growth of 22-25% and PAT growth of 2025% in FY17. It indicated that CCL has enough capacity to meet demand till FY18 and will undertake expansion at the Vietnam plant once it achieves 100% capacity utilisation level. Technical Outlook: The CCL Products (India) Ltd stock looks good on the daily chart for medium-term investment. It has formed a strong uptrend move and it also trades above all moving averages like the 200 DMA. Start accumulating at this level of Rs.242.95 and on dips to Rs.225 for medium-to-long-term investment and a possible price target of Rs.300+ in the next 6 months.



MARKET REVIEW



RBI cuts repo rate



Mid-caps or Mad-caps?



By Devendra A Singh The frenzy in the stock market has begun and the The BSE Sensex gained 195.18 points to close at veteran G.S. Roongta has forecast the Sensex to 28,061.14 and the NSE Nifty closed at 8,697.60 up touch 30,000 by December 2016 end. by 86.45 points for the week ending Friday, 7 Leading the charge will be the Mid-caps that are October 2016. likely to outperform the large-caps or index In India, the Reserve Bank of India (RBI) slashed stocks. Another forecast made by Mr. G.S. Roongta. repo rate by 25 basis points to 6.25% at its fourth policy review meet on 4 October 2016. The To encash this opportunity, Money Times will decision of the Monetary Policy Committee (MPC) launch ‘Roongta’s Mid-cap Twins’ comprising two is consistent with an accommodative stance of mid-cap recommendation every month beginning monetary policy in consonance with the objective with 1st August 2016. of achieving consumer price index (CPI) inflation at Attractively priced at Rs.2000 per month, 5% by Q4 March 2017 and the medium-term target Rs.11000 half yearly and Rs.20,000 annually, of 4% within a band of +/- 2%, while supporting ‘Roongta’s Mid-cap Twins’ will be available both as growth, RBI said. print edition or online delivery. The momentum of growth is expected to quicken with a normal monsoon raising agricultural growth Latest edition of ‘Mid-Cap Twins’ already released and rural demand as well as by the stimulus to the on 1st October 2016 urban consumption spending from the pay Please book your subscription commission’s award. The accommodative stance of the monetary policy and comfortable liquidity conditions should support a revival of credit to the productive sectors. A Time Communications Publication
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However, the continuing sluggishness in world trade and smaller terms of trade gains than in the past point to further slackening of external demand going forward. Accordingly, the projection of growth of real gross value added (GVA) for 2016-17 is retained at 7.6% with risks evenly balanced around it, the RBI said. IMF said in its latest Asia Pacific regional economic update that, India's strong reform push in 2016 is welcome and should continue apace. Adoption of the goods and services tax (GST) is poised to boost India's medium-term growth. Greater labour market flexibility and product market competition remain essential to create jobs and raise growth. Priorities also include effective implementation of the new corporate debt restructuring mechanisms, it said. Progress on reforms could ignite business investment (including already strong FDI inflows) further boosting domestic demand, the IMF said. Over the medium-term, a number of Asian economies stand to benefit from a demographic dividend, as the working-age population in some economies like India and Indonesia continues to grow helping sustain strong potential growth. In its report, the IMF said India's GDP growth is projected at 7.6% in both 2016-17 fiscal year (ending in March 2017) and 2017-18 fiscal year, up 0.1 What TF+ subscribers say: percentage point relative to its April 2016 World Economic Outlook. “Think Investment… Think TECHNO FUNDA PLUS” Monsoon rainfall coming in at normal Techno Funda Plus is a superior version of the Techno Funda levels bodes well for agriculture and along with a decennial rise in column that has recorded near 90% success since launch. government employee salaries, will Every week, Techno Funda Plus identifies three fundamentally underpin the ongoing recovery in the sound and technically strong stocks that can yield handsome domestic demand, the report added. returns against their peers for short-to-medium-term investment. The report further stated, progress on reforms will boost sentiment and the Most of our recommendations have fetched excellent returns to incipient recovery of private investment our subscribers. is expected to help broaden the sources Of the 111 stocks recommended between 11 January 2016 and 19 of growth amid gradual fiscal consolidation and broadly neutral September 2016 (37 weeks), we booked profit in 75 stocks, 13 monetary policy. triggered the stop loss while 23 are still open. Of these 23 stocks, The IMF said India’s growth has 15 are trading in the green while 8 are trading marginally in the continued to benefit from the large red. improvement in the terms of trade, positive policy actions, including If you want to earn like this, subscribe to TECHNO FUNDA PLUS implementation of key structural today. reforms, gradual reduction of supplyside constraints, and a rebound in For more details, contact Money Times on 022confidence. 22616970/22654805 or [email protected]. Consumption growth has remained Subscription Rate: 1 month: Rs.2500; 3 months: Rs.6000; 6 strong and activity in core industrial months: Rs.11000; 1 year: Rs.18000. sectors has picked up. Government consumption is set to continue to support growth in 2016, it noted. Moreover, reports in China showed GDP growth is projected to remain relatively strong in the near term helped by the fiscal stimulus on infrastructure spending. Overall, growth is projected to be 6.6% in year 2016 and 6.2% in year 2017 (0.1 percentage point higher for year 2016 relative to the April 2016 WEO) reflecting fiscal stimulus and credit support. Both consumption and investment growth have been revised upward while the contribution of net exports has been revised downward as import growth is expected to accelerate amid stronger domestic demand. Medium-term growth has been revised down to 5.8% from 6.2% reflecting the rising vulnerabilities and slower progress on reining in credit growth and on state-owned-enterprise reform, it said. The IMF said, worldwide public and private debt is at an all-time high posing a substantial impediment to getting global economic growth back to normal.
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The easy money policies of the world’s top central banks has fed the problem, stoking a private-sector credit binge in China and rising public debt in some low-income countries. Meanwhile, slow economic growth is making it hard for both companies and countries to cut their debt burdens-a process that can also drag the growth momentum because deleveraging companies are slow on spending and investment. Without deleveraging, however, countries run the risk of fresh financial crisis that can turn into deep recessions. For a significant deleveraging to take place, restoring robust growth and returning to normal levels of inflation is necessary, the fund said. Getting there requires governments to stimulate growth though investment, certain fiscal and business reforms, and targeted programs to help heavily indebted companies lower their debts. Public and private debt, excluding the financial sector, at the end of last year hit $152 trillion with around two-thirds owed by the private sector, the report said. Measured against the size of the world economy, it rose from less than 200% of global GDP to 225% over the 15 years to 2015. Moreover, excessive private debt is a major headwind against the global recovery and a risk to financial stability. While central banks have had to cut interest rates to support the recovery from the 2008 financial crisis it has encouraged the debt pile up, the report said. Key index advanced on Monday, 3 October 2016. The Sensex surged 377.33 points (+1.35%) to close at 28,243.29. Key index was up on Tuesday, 4 October 2016 on buying of stocks. The Sensex gained 91.26 points (+0.32%) to close at 28,334.55. Key index edged lower on Wednesday, 5 October 2016 on selling. The Sensex fell 113.57 points (-0.40%) to close at 28,220.98. Key index fell on Thursday, 6 October 2016 on global cues. The Sensex tumbled 114.77 points (-0.41%) to settle at 28,106.21. Key index settled lower on Friday, 7 October 2016 on extended selling. The Sensex was down 45.07 points (-0.16%) to close at 28,061.14. For future events national & global macro-economic figures will surely dictate global markets movements and influence investors’ sentiment in near future. Indian stock markets will be closed on Tuesday, 11 October 2016 on account of Dussehra on Wednesday, 12 October 2016 on account of Muharram.



STOCK BUZZ By Subramanian Mahadevan



Intellect Design Arena Ltd: Digital products! (BSE Code: 538835) (CMP Rs.177.15) (FV: Rs.5) Intellect Design Arena Ltd (Intellect) is a Chennai based IT services enabled pure play product-company spun off from well-known listed IT Services Company Polaris Labs Ltd sometime last year. Intellect is a global leader in Financial Technology for Banking, Insurance and other Financial Services. A uniquely focused Products business, Intellect addresses the needs of financial institutions in varying stages of technology adoption. Intellect is positioned at the forefront of the digital transformation that global banks are looking for in a connected world. All the company's products are built on the iDigital Platform that makes them scalable, extendable, secure and able to facilitate digital transformation of banking operations and customer experience. Intellect has a strong product portfolio including some digital platforms and other service solution. Products like – iGCB (most advanced Consumer Banking Platform), Intellect Quantum CBS (specialist Core Banking Solution), iRTM (managing risk to leveraging risk) and iGTB (world's first complete Global Transaction Banking Platform) are high in profitability and will help increase the revenue potential of the company with 30% plus margins considering the global transaction banking opportunity, conservatively estimated at $509 billion by 2021. Buy on declines and hold on for few more years to make multi-bagger returns. ******
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(BSE Code: 532636) (CMP Rs.271.40) (FV: Rs.2) IIFL Holding (IIFL) is a Mumbai based diversified financial services company formerly known as India Infoline Ltd, started and efficiently run by two highly qualified professionals – Nirmal Jain and R. Venkataraman who own and control a significant stake in the company. Started as a small broking office in Mumbai suburb two decades back, it continued its journey and won the coveted position among the top three broking houses of India until 2000. It finally emerged as a star in the NBFC domain attracting investments from the Canadian Warren Buffet of Indian origin, Prem Watsa, and the CDC Group Plc, the United Kingdom’s government-owned Development Finance Institution. Broking, which was contributed close to 95% of its revenues few years back now accounts for less than 5% and the rest comes from NBFC businesses like – Retail Mortgage, Commercial Mortgage, Gold Loan, Commercial Vehicle, Healthcare and SME Finance. Its aggregate loan assets under management (AUM) grew 16% to Rs.18560 crore in the concluded June 2016 quarter and its regional distribution of branches (total 986 branches) continue to rise and reap the benefits of growth in financial services. Digital initiatives like Finance on tablet, For the busy investor LoanApp for Customers, Digital disbursements, self-service portal are big positives. We feel all the good things are Fresh One Buy – Daily already factored in and stock is quiet overvalued. Book Fresh One Buy – Daily is for investors/traders who are keen to profits now and re-enter at slightly lower levels. focus and gain from a single stock every trading day. *******



Capri Global Capital Ltd: New avatar!



With just one daily recommendation selected from stocks in an uptrend, you can now book profit the same day or carry over the trade if the target is not met. Our review over the next 4 days will provide new exit levels while the stock is still in an uptrend.



(BSE Code: 531595) (CMP: Rs.386.55) (FV: Rs.10) This low risk, high return product is available for online Capri Global Capital Ltd (Capri) is a Mumbai based new age subscription at Rs.2500 per month. NBFC in business since 1997. It caters to MSMEs through Contact us on 022-22616970 or email us at its in-house SME & Retail Lending vertical by offering [email protected] for a free trial multiple products such as MSME business Loans, Working Capital Term Loans, Term Loans Against Property Rentals and Term Loans for Purchase of Property with offices in key cities of India. Also through another vertical - Wholesale Lending, it offers construction funding to Real Estate Developers and provides multiple solutions in the structured credit space such as Project Funding, Acquisition Financing, Structured Debt Financing, Receivables Discounting, Inventory Funding and Advisory. Investors must be cautious as during its previous avatar as ‘Money Matters Financial Services Ltd’ in 2008 to 2010, the promoters colluded with operators and rigged its share price to Himalayan heights and finally the CBI uncovered various loan scams and corporate loan rackets. Two years later and to hide everything under the carpet, the erstwhile Money Matters collaborated with Chicago based investment management company, Capri Capital Partners LLC, and rechristened to its current name. But the integrity of the promoters remains a question mark and the current management yet to prove trust worthy. Even in its current avatar, it seems ‘Money’ only ‘Matters’ for the management! Stock is highly volatile and bit risky too. Stay away.



EXPERT EYE By Vihari



Kirloskar Oil Engines Ltd: Marching ahead (BSE Code: 533293) (CMP: Rs.352.10) (FV: Rs.2) Kirloskar Oil Engines Ltd (KOEL), the flagship company of the Kirloskar group, was incorporated in 1946. In June 2010, the Kirloskar group transferred its business of engines and auto components to Kirloskar Engines India, which was renamed as Kirloskar Oil Engines Ltd (KOEL). KOEL has a nationwide network of operations with 4 manufacturing plants in India at Pune, Nashik, Kolhapur and Rajkot. KOEL has a sizable presence in international markets, with offices in Dubai, South Africa and Kenya and representatives in Indonesia and Nigeria. It has a strong distribution network throughout the Middle East and Africa as well. A variety of its quality diesel engines power more than 85 industrial engine applications across sectors including earth moving, construction, mining, fluid handling, material handling equipments, defence and marine applications. The industrial engines cater to two broad segments - construction equipment and tractors. A Time Communications Publication
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KOEL the market leader in engines for construction equipment has a share of over 30%. During FY16, the Company expanded its product portfolio under the Kirloskar Generator Technologies (KGT) vertical, which comprises batteries, alternators and control panels. KGT’s revenue share was 23% in FY16. For FY16, KOEL’s net profit rose 16% to Rs.166 crore (excludes exceptional deduction of Rs.25.5 crore towards VRS of Rs.10.5 crore and stamp duty of Rs.15 crore) on 2% lower sales of Rs.2455.4 crore fetching a consolidated EPS of Rs.11.5. Tax provision was lower due to MAT utilization of Rs.22.2 crore. During Q1FY17, its net profit soared 64% to Rs.58.8 crore on 14% higher total Can you spot a winner? income of Rs.664.6 crore fetching an Are you keen to write? EPS of Rs.4.1. With an equity capital of Rs.28.9 crore If your answer is YES to all the three questions, MONEY TIMES, launched and reserves of Rs.1411 crore, its share by the pioneers of investment journalism, invites you to join its team of book value works out to Rs.100. KOEL contributors. is a debt-free company. The value of its Each and every analyst on our panel is passionate about stock gross block is Rs.1341 crore, current investments and is an expert in his field. What is, however, more liabilities are Rs.41 crore, investments significant is that most of them were our subscribers first and have been in quoted units are Rs.785 crore, cash writing for over 20 years now. on hand is Rs.42 crore and loans/advances given Rs.115 crore. So if you want to join this eminent group, write to KOEL serves the following major [email protected] and send us a sample of your article markets: service industries such as written or published. telecom, IT/ITES, BPO, shopping malls, hotels, hospitals, and banks; educational and financial institutions; infrastructure projects such as airports, roads, bridges, residential and commercial complexes, townships, high-rise buildings, etc. Other significant industries include engineering, manufacturing, FMCG, automobile and auto ancillaries, textile, pharmaceuticals, dairy, food processing and defence agencies such as the air force, army and navy. ‘Kirloskar Green Genset’ is a market leader and the most preferred brand in the power generation and telecom industry in India. KOEL being market leader in the small and medium segments of the Indian gen-set market has approximately 33% share across these two segments. Recently the Company launched new products, which are expected to bring good business in the coming quarters. It has geared itself for Defence and Marine orders in the engine business segment. It has also entered into a technical collaboration with Bio Cube, Canada for sales and services. It expects large engine orders from the defence sector in H2FY17. The growth in usage of the Company’s gen-sets was mainly driven by the telecom industry in FY16. Demand from other industries is likely to pick up in FY17 on expected economic recovery. Also, the Company has developed new products for the defence and marine sectors along with DG sets up to 100 KVA required for army projects. In June 2016, KOEL launched the indigenously developed 1,010 KVA DG set with 16 cylinder CRDi engine. KOEL Green was the only brand in India that provided a full product range from 2 KVA to 1,010 KVA. The Company plans to launch products up to 2,000 KVA over the next two years. With KOEL’s strong brand image and presence in PSUs, it will be able to contribute more towards public welfare schemes that the government launched in 2015. In many of these schemes, the focus is on rural growth, where DG set power back up will play an important role in the functionality of these projects. Based on the current going, KOEL is expected to post an EPS of Rs.14 in FY17 and Rs.18 in FY18. At the CMP of Rs352.10, the stock trades at a P//E of 25.1x on FY17E and 19.5x on FY18E earnings. It is likely to touch Rs.450 in the next 6 months as some funds and HNIs have evinced keen interest in the counter for long-term gains. Its 52-week high/low is Rs.369.95/199.20.
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TECHNO FUNDA By Nayan Patel



Katwa Udyog Ltd



REVIEW 



Dynamic Industries recommended at Rs.64.4 last week,



(BSE Code: 530977) (CMP: Rs.97.65) (FV: Rs.10) zoomed to Rs.82.9 recording 28.7% appreciation in just We all know that big players are extremely bullish on the two days. cement sector, which is expected to do well over the next 2 Aarvee Denims & Exports recommended on 19 3 years. September 2016, at Rs.72.3 zoomed to Rs.96.45 Incorporated in 1993, Belgaum-based Katwa Udyog Ltd recording 33% appreciation in just 3 weeks. (KUL) manufactures and sells 43 grade and 53 grade  Kushal Tradelink recommended at Rs.146.75 on 30 Ordinary Portland cement. It has popular brands like ‘Jyoti May 2016 and again on 29 August 2016 at Rs.162.25 Power’, ‘Jyoti Gold’ and ‘Keshav Cement’. It supplies cement zoomed to Rs.210.60 last week offering handsome in North Karnataka, North/South Goa and some parts of returns. Maharashtra. Due to aggressive marketing and innovative techniques, its ‘Keshav Cement’ brand is sold at premium  PPAP Automotive recommended on 9 May 2016, at prices. Rs.151.5 zoomed to Rs.204.50 recording 34.9% appreciation in just 5 months. The Company has an equity capital of Rs.5.12 crore supported by reserves of around Rs.12 crore. The promoters hold 67.81% of the equity capital, which leaves 32.19% stake with the investing public. For FY16, KUL achieved a turnover of Rs.55.44 crore with 50.5% higher (Rs. in crore) PAT of Rs.4.38 crore fetching an EPS of Rs.8.54 and a dividend of 10% was Financial Performance: Q1FY17 Q1FY16 FY16 paid. During Q1FY17, due to higher tax provision, its net profit slipped to Particulars Sales 9.57 15.16 55.44 Rs.1.06 crore from Rs.1.33 crore in Q1FY16 on 36% lower sales of Rs.9.57 PBT 1.53 1.56 6.30 crore as against Rs.15.16 crore in Q1FY16 fetching an EPS of Rs.2.07. 0.47 0.23 1.92 The Company has undertaken expansion at plant no.2 (project cost of Tax PAT 1.06 1.33 4.38 Rs.50 crore) which is likely to be completed by March 2017. Post EPS (Rs.) 2.07 2.60 8.54 expansion, the production capacity is likely to rise from 350 TPD to 900 TPD, which will boost its top-line and bottom-line. Currently, the KUL stock trades at a P/E of just 11.29x and looks attractive for investment at the current level. Last week, it witnessed a strong breakout on the weekly chart. Investors can buy this stock with a stop loss of Rs.75. On the upper side, it could zoom to Rs.120-125 levels in the medium-term and further to Rs.175+ in the long-term. *******



Panasonic Carbon India Company Ltd (BSE Code: 508941) (CMP: Rs.503.65) (FV: Rs.10) Panasonic Carbon India Company Ltd (PCICL) (formerly Indo Matsushita Carbon Company Ltd) was incorporated in 1982 by entering into a Foreign Collaboration Agreement with the Matsushita Group, (now Panasonic Corporation, Japan) for obtaining technical know-how and assistance for manufacture and sale of midget electrodes (carbon rods). PCICL manufactures and sells midget electrodes as a component of dry cell batteries. It offers approximately 40 sizes and 6 grades of carbon rods. It also exports. Today, PCICL is the sole manufacturer of high standard carbon rods in India and a leading manufacturer of carbon rods in the world. The Company has an equity capital of Rs.4.8 crore supported by reserves of around Rs.69.09 crore. It is almost a debtfree company. The promoters hold 65.21% of the equity capital (Panasonic Corporation Japan holds 63.27% stake), which leaves 34.79% stake with the investing public. For FY16, the Company achieved a turnover of Rs.49.02 crore with 47.26% (Rs. in crore) higher PAT of Rs.13.46 crore fetching an EPS of Rs.28.05 and a dividend of Financial Performance: 100% was paid. During Q1FY17, its net profit jumped 33.83% to Rs.4.43 Particulars Q1FY17 Q1FY16 FY16 crore from Rs.3.31 crore in Q1FY16 on 12.24% higher sales of Rs.14.12 Sales 14.12 12.58 49.02 crore as against Rs.12.58 crore in Q1FY16 fetching an EPS of Rs.9.24. PBT 6.82 5.10 20.85 Currently, the PCICL stock trades at a P/E of just 16.5x and looks attractive Tax 2.39 1.79 7.39 for investment at the current level. Last week, it witnessed a strong PAT 4.43 3.31 13.46 breakout on the weekly chart. Investors can buy this stock with a stop loss EPS (Rs.) 9.24 6.89 28.05 A Time Communications Publication
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of Rs.460. On the upper side, it could zoom to Rs.590-600 levels in the medium-term and further to Rs.750+ in the longterm. Its all-time high is Rs.760.



FIFTY-FIFTY By Rupesh Daga



Asahi Songwon Colors Ltd: Now into specialised chemicals (BSE Code: 532853) (CMP: Rs.237.70) (FV: Rs.10) Asahi Songwon Colors Ltd is a niche player in the Indian pigment and dyes industry and intends to become a manufacturer of pigments around the world. The company is the leading manufacturer phthalocyanine pigments comprising CPC blue crude in which the company commands a global market share of 15% and is one of the largest producer. Other products include a range of beta blue pigments with an installed capacity of 11400 tonnes per annum. It exports substantial production to leading MNCs globally because of the quality of its products. It has its manufacturing plants in Mehsana and Vadodara in Gujarat. REVIEW Its products find application in the paint industry, PVC and plastic, rubber, solvent and water based printing  Mukta Arts recommended on 9 September 2016 at Rs.90 ink etc. The company has recently concluded a major made a high of Rs.125 giving almost 40% returns in a month. capacity expansion program for the beta blue pigment  STEL Holdings recommended on 9 Sept 2016 at Rs.33 made and has nearly doubled its capacity. In the past, the a high of Rs.57 giving a whopping return of 72% in a month. company fell short of capacities for the beta blue pigment and went slow on new customer additions. Its major clients include chemical giants like DIC of Japan, Sun Chemicals (USA), BASF and Clariant Chemicals India Ltd. Over the years, the company has successfully transformed itself from a commodity chemicals to semi-speciality and speciality products. Its product mix has successfully progressed by value addition, niche explorations and higher realisations. This year the company, launched its first two products after a gap of seven years, the impact of which will be reflected in FY17. The products were cleared by seven of the most demanding global customers; this clearance was validated by attractive commercial orders that have the potential to be the game changer for the company. The demand for its products is buoyant in international markets as many developed countries have banned the production of these hazardous chemicals. Promoters hold close to 66% of the shares in the company. Clariant Chemical holds close to 3% of the equity and DIC Corporation of Japan hold 7% equity in the company. Recently, the promoters bought close to 3% equity through market purchases and have announced their intention to raise it to 75% in coming years. In the past two years, its margin has risen from 14% to 17% and is likely to reach 19% going forward. The topline is expected to grow at 15-20% whereas the bottom-line is expected to grow at 25-30%. With a likely EPS of Rs.30 this year, the stock trades at a forward P/E multiple of around 8x, which is cheap considering its growth prospects, MNC client base, promoters raising their stake and the niche segment that it operates in. The stock is a strong buy with likely target of Rs.450 in a year. Buy on every decline. ******



Talbros Automotive Components Ltd: Another Motherson Sumi? (BSE Code: 505160) (CMP: Rs.147.25) (FV: Rs.10) Talbros Automotive Components Ltd, the flagship manufacturing company of the Talbros Group was established in the year 1956 to manufacture Automotive & Industrial Gaskets in collaboration with Coopers Payen of UK. Today, after 58 successful years, Talbros stands proud and tall as a mother brand of Gaskets & Heat Shields, Forgings, Suspension Systems & Modules, Anti Vibration components and Hoses. The Talbros Group has strong partnerships formed with global giants. Notable among the joint venture partners are Nippon Leakless Corporation- Japan, Magneti Marelli- Italy, Marugo Rubber- Japan and technology partners are Sanwa Packaging – Japan and Interface Solutions – USA. The relationship with its global partners have kept it abreast with innovations within the field. Large OEMs like Ashok Leyland, Bajaj Auto, Cummins Group, Eicher India, Escorts Group, Force Motors, General Motors, Hero MotoCorp, Honda, Hyundai, John Deere, Mahindra & Mahindra, Maruti Suzuki, Suzuki, TAFE, Tata Motors, Tata Cummins, Simpsons and international corporates like Carraro, DANA, KMP Brand, Maxi Force, GKN Driveline are its proud customers. A Time Communications Publication
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Talbros together with its JV has 8 manufacturing facilities in Haryana, Uttarakhand, and Maharashtra along with one materials division in Gurgaon. It is a market leader and produces a category of gaskets. In the last couple of years because of environmental concerns, asbestos-free gaskets are the norm and have been priced higher than the rest and the company has actually converted itself into 100% asbestos free operations. It is basically something that is very progressive and gives them pricing power and acceptance in international markets particularly Europe. It diversified from gaskets into other auto items related to suspension systems, forgings and is not just dependent on one particular area. It has very good tie-ups and collaborations with three Japanese companies and has diversified the product mix. Its story like Motherson Sumi Systems Ltd very clearly getting into exports in a gradual but very definitive way. The stock is due for a huge re-rating. In terms of a growth, the management talks of moving forward. It scaled up its operations dramatically and did sales three times without any capacity expansion. Thus under-utilisation of capacity was the first big trigger. It also got into a lot of new geographies for exports. On a compound annual growth rate (CAGR) basis, the top-line growth will is expected rise 20-25% but the margin growth and EBITDA level growth will be almost 30-40% over the next 3-4years. Recently, the company bagged order from Kubota, Japan. It has also developed heat shields for PV and CV and this product is expected to gain traction with the implementation of Bharat Stage VI. It has already received orders from Volvo Eicher supplies for which will commence in 2017. What’s more interesting is that the promoters have raised their stake from 26% a few years back to 54%. Another trigger for the stock is that nearly 50% of its sales come from Maruti Suzuki. It is the single source supplier for Brezza, Baleno and S-Cross, which together have been doing monthly volumes of 40-50,000 vehicles and is growing phenomenally. On a consolidated basis, the company presents a tremendous turnaround. Also, it has a record of uninterrupted dividend since the last 58 years. Buy for multifold gains. ******



Dharamsi Morarjee Chemical Company Ltd: From fertilizer to chemical (BSE Code: 506405) (CMP: Rs.94.45) (FV: Rs.10) The Dharamsi Morarji Chemical Company Ltd (DMCC), established in 1919, was the first producer of Sulphuric Acid and Phosphate fertilizers in India. Over the years, the ‘ship’ brand of the Company came to be recognized as the quality standard for Single Superphosphate (SSP). Until recently, DMCC was known primarily as a fertilizer producer, with over 75% of revenue from SSP. As a strategy, DMCC restructured itself to Speciality Chemicals. With focused Research and Development efforts, processes for downstream sulphur-based chemicals were commercialized. Simultaneously, the marketing team engaged with customers in India and overseas to meet their requirements. Through a painful restructuring process, DMCC exited the manufacturing of fertilizers almost entirely. What is visible now is a culmination of efforts by the entire team: sustainable performance with zero dependence on Government policy, net foreign exchange earnings, and sales to over 25 countries in 5 continents. The company mainly produces Sulphone based chemicals prices of which have gone up from Rs.250 to Rs.600 a kg in the past few months. It has also developed other new products for which approvals are in process both in India and abroad. Seeing to the huge demand, it has also commenced its Unit II wherein Diethyl Ether and other products will be manufactured. The promoters hold close to 50% in the company while the other 50% is held by the public. The company is expected to clock an EPS of Rs.9-10 this year and Rs.14-15 in FY18. We believe, Dharamsi is a turnaround story and has the potential to turn out to be a multi-bagger.



FIGURE IT OUT



Agri-Tech (India) Ltd: Undervalued stock (BSE Code: 537292) (CMP: Rs.28.15) (FV: Rs.10) By Bikshapathi Thota Agri-Tech (India) Ltd (Agritech) is a group company of the Aurangabad-based Nath Bio-Genes, which was demerged from Nath Seeds Ltd in 2004 to focus on agri sector activities.
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The Company’s value emerges from the following 3 verticals 1) Agri-Tech Holds 20 lakh shares of Nath Bio-Genes valued at Rs.24 crore, which may rise as per the trend of recent stake increases. 2) Agritech owns 500 acres Land bank near Paithan in district Aurangabad, the market value of which is Rs.110 crore (valued as per the recent sell transaction of 90 acres for Rs.20.4 crore by the company in Q4 FY16. 3) Agritech holds 66% stake in Paithan Mega Food Park Pvt Ltd (PMFP), along with 34% stake with Nath Bio-genes. The project is supported by the Government of India (GoI) for the State of Maharashtra. Mega Food Park (MFP) is a concept and scheme developed by the Ministry of Food Processing Industries (MoFPI), Government of India with the objective of providing adequate infrastructure for food processing industry to enable fresh investments into the food processing and also enhance employment opportunities in rural areas. MFP to have a Central Processing Centre (CPC) supported by Common infrastructure and Primary Processing Centres (PPC) and collection centres. Facilities like warehousing, cold storage, etc. are expected to become operational in the next financial year. In the current scenario, Agritech’s valuation of PMFP works out to approximately Rs.66 crore. Further capital will funded by internal accruals from the land bank sale. Thus, the total valuation from the 3 verticals totals around Rs.200 crore while the Company’s market cap just Rs.16.72 crore and it is a debt-free company. Based on the bright future prospects of the Company in PMFP, we have a Buy on this stock with a price target of Rs.50 within a year and Rs.100+ over the next 2-3 years.



VALUE PICK



Bodal Chemicals Ltd: Profitable chemistry



REVIEW 



th



Sterling Tools recommended on 15 August at Rs.693 has touched a price of Rs.885 surpassing our first target of Rs.780. Investors can book partial profit and buy again at lower levels.



(BSE Code: 524370) (CMP: Rs.143.65) (FV: Rs.2) By Sachin Oak The surgical strikes on terrorist camps in POK spooked the  Shree Pushkar Chemicals is advancing towards its markets for a couple of days but which quickly recovered to target of Rs.200. uphold the maiden monetary policy of the new RBI governor. However, the expected 25 bps cut did not please  Deep industries has touched the first target of Rs.250. the markets. Its become a ‘sell on news’ market and if 8700 on the Nifty is broken, there will be a good opportunity to buy value stocks like Bodal Chemicals. Started as a partnership company in 1989 by Mr. Suresh and Ramesh Patel with a production capacity of 60 metric tonnes per annum of Vinyl Sulphone, the company has 8 production units in Gujarat. The promoters had identified the need for Dyestuff and Intermediaries in the foreign market and through keen research launched their products globally at the right time. Out of the total production, over 70% is being exported to countries like the USA, UK, Germany, Spain, Turkey, China, Indonesia, Taiwan, Korea, Greece, Egypt, Portugal, Hong Kong, Italy, Bangladesh and Pakistan and the products are approved by global players in the field of Chemicals & Dyestuff. Bodal has the following product range: Dye Intermediates: Bodal started its operations initially with one product i.e. Vinyl Sulphone Ester (Acetanilide Base) with gradual advancement in production capacities, it is now is producing over 25 variants of Dye Intermediates with Vinyl Suphone (Acetanilide Base) as the core product. Its combined production capacity is around 30,000 TPA.  Dyestuffs: The company has forward integrated and has in-house manufacturing of over 150 Dyestuffs for Textiles, Leather & Paper. It produces reactive dyes, direct dyes and acid dyes.  Sulphur and bulk chemicals: These chemicals are the highest consumed raw materials to produce dye intermediates. Bodal is already producing Beta Napthol, Acetanilide & Para Nitro Aniline. Production of Sulphuric Acid, Chloro Sulphonic Acid & Oleum started in 2010. Financial performance: Standalone (Rs. in lakh) Particulars Q1FY17 Q4FY16 Q1FY16 FY16 FY15 FY14 Total Income 27054.60 20556.58 24612.65 90982.72 104531.22 95951.61 Total Expenses 21987.20 18215.72 21220.82 78567.44 88345.67 79598.99 A Time Communications Publication
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While the revenue of the company increased by 10% y-o-y, the profits have risen by almost 60%. On a sequential basis, profits have increased 42% even though the revenue increased by 32%. Since the price of vinyl sulphone are rising in the global markets, this will boost the company’s profits further. Industry outlook: India accounts for approximately 7% of the world production of dyestuff and dye intermediates particularly for reactive acid and direct dyes. The industry delivered 13% growth over the past five years led by domestic consumption. Going ahead, India's large population base with lower per-capita consumption of chemicals and a relatively strong GDP growth outlook will sustain healthy domestic growth. Going forward, the government's 'Make in India' initiative will facilitate growth in the industry and the consequent flow of foreign direct investment (FDI) to this sector will accelerate growth. Initially China had a lot of interest in Aniline and Vinyl Sulphone and was their biggest supplier. However, after the great Aniline Disaster in 2013, China has taken up Aniline as a priority chemical to be phased out while Bodal has taken up this opportunity to be a substitute supplier to the world. Over the last few years, Bodal has restructured all loans and over the last few quarters, it recorded steady growth in operations and stands out like a turnaround company. Conclusion: The Company enjoys a net profit margin of 9.5% and a ROCE of 33.69%. The stock is trading at a P/E of 12x while Atul is quoting at a P/E of 24. A modest FY17E EPS of Rs.14 will yield a price of Rs.170, whereas a slightly higher P/E of 18 will fetch a price of Rs.215, which will be 50% upside from the CMP. We therefore, have a buy on this stock with a target of Rs.170 in the medium-term and Rs.215 in the long-term. Other income Finance cost Exceptional items Tax Expense Net profit EPS (Rs.)



48.14 189.58 0 1704.94 3221.02 2.95



945.89 239.58 439.11 1227.72 2258.56 2.07
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66.92 406.19 0 1036.45 2016.11 1.85



1201.37 1219.93 789.89 4472.35 8659.85 7.94



464.60 2727.53 0 4744.34 9178.24 8.41



370.87 4690.59 7373.58 1643.04 3016.28 2.75
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Roongta’s Panchratna 11th Edition Released on 1st October 2016 Containing five growth-oriented stocks that could prove to be Dark horses or Multibaggers. Panchratna has proved to be Great & Grand Success with each successive issue. Panchratna’s 11th edition focuses on sectors that promise handsome returns. Four out of the five stocks recommended are from profit-making, dividend-paying companies with bright future prospects. Take a look at the past performance of a few Panchratna editions and satisfy yourself fully about our selection: Sr. No. 1



Date October 2014



2



January 2015



3



April 2015



4



July 2015



5



October 2015



6



January 2016



7



April 2016



8



July 2016



Scrip Name Ashok Leyland Ltd Mangalore Refinery & Petrochemicals Ltd National Steel & Agro Ltd Landmark Properties & Developers Co Ltd PVP Ventures Ltd Mukund Engineers Ltd KEC International Ltd Modern Steels Ltd Suzlon Energy Ltd Jai Prakash Associates Ltd ABC India Ltd Steel Authority of India Ltd Rashtriya Chemicals & Fertilizers Ltd Shipping Corporation of India Ltd Tinplate Company of India Ltd Jindal Saw Ltd Reliance Power Ltd Unitech Ltd Punj Lloyd Ltd Sathavahana Ispat Ltd JK Paper Ltd Tanla Solutions Ltd DCW Ltd STEL Holdings Ltd Shri Dinesh Mills Ltd Assam Company (India) Ltd Aro Granite Industries Ltd Ballarpur Industries Ltd SRI KPR Industries Ltd Perfectpac Ltd Stock A (Other Apparels & Accessories) Stock B (Plastic Products) Stock C (Specialty Chemicals) Stock D (Containers & Packaging) Stock E (Containers & Packaging) Stock A (Iron & Steel / Interm. Products) Stock B (Sugar) Stock C (Fertilizers) Stock D (Speciality Chemicals) Stock E (Textiles)



Recom. Rate (Rs.) 41.10 61.45 20.30 5.24 8.32 35.50 94.30 9.95 14.70 25.10 88.05 68.35 56.30 46.15 54.30 61.05 45.35 8.15 24.75 35.40 41.90 24.75 20.30 27 90.20 6.31 61.30 21.10 33.20 56.75 83 79.35 3.80 40 128.60 11.52 16.85 78.45 92 28.85



High Achieved (Rs.) 113 92 24 5.34 7.84 40.50 164.75 10.45 31.35 27.25 148.30 78.95 71.80 100.90 100 85.40 61.40 12 35.80 100 72 52.60 35 56 144 7.95 78 21.80 39.60 85 135 96 8 60 158 13.82 18.90 79.20 102 31.90



% Gain 175% 50% 20% 2% -6% 14% 75% 5% 113% 9% 68% 16% 28% 119% 95% 40% 35% 25% 45% 150% 60% 113% 65% 100% 60% 26% 27% 3% 19% 50% 63% 21% 111% 50% 23% 20% 12% 1% 11% 11%



Subscription Rate: Rs.2500 per quarter, Rs.4000 for two quarters & Rs.7000 per annum. You can contact us on 022-22616970, 22654805 or [email protected] Book your copy now. First come first served
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Live Market Intra-day Calls (SMS)



Beat the Street 6 (Courier/Online)
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Profitrak Daily (Online)
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